套餐
SET LUNCH

星期一至星期四

MONDAY TO THURSDAY
12:00 – 15:00PM

9 Waterloo Place, St. James’s, London SW1Y 4BE, United Kingdom
Tel:
Tel:+44
+44(0)
(0)20
203011
30111328
1328
www.imperialtreasure.com/uk
www.imperialtreasure.com/uk

午市烧味套餐

BBQ SET LUNCH MENU

36.80
Add

£ 8.00

for a glass of wine

配一杯葡萄酒

头盘 APPETISER

卤水牛展 或 佛山熏蹄
Marinated Beef Shank Or Chilled Pig’s Shank
鲜虾酸辣汤
Hot and Sour Soup with Prawn

主菜

MAIN COURSE

名炉烧鸭
Cantonese Roasted Duck
时蔬
Seasonal Vegetable
丝苗白饭
Steamed Jasmine Rice

Guests with allergies and intolerances should make a member of the team aware,
before placing an order for food or beverages.
Guests with severe allergies or intolerances, should be aware that although all due care is taken,
there is a risk of allergen ingredients still being present.
Please note, any bespoke orders requested cannot be guaranteed as entirely allergen free
and will be consumed at the guest’s own risk.

Prices include VAT at the current rate.
A discretionary service charge of 13.5% will be added to your bill.

午市点心套餐

DIM SUM SET LUNCH MENU

36.80
Add

£ 8.00

for a glass of wine

配一杯葡萄酒

头盘 APPETISER

笋尖鲜虾饺, 亁蒸烧卖 , 黑猪小笼汤包
King Prawn Dumpling with Bamboo Shoot
Prawn and Pork Siu Mai
Ibérico Pork Shanghai Soup Dumpling

主菜

MAIN COURSE

韭黄虾春卷 拼 雪山叉烧餐包
Crispy Prawn Spring Roll and Baked Snow Mountain Bun
三菇素肠粉
Assorted Mushroom Cheung Fun
荷叶珍珠鸡
Sticky Rice with Chicken and Dried Shrimp in Lotus Leaf
时蔬
Seasonal Vegetable

Guests with allergies and intolerances should make a member of the team aware,
before placing an order for food or beverages.
Guests with severe allergies or intolerances, should be aware that although all due care is taken,
there is a risk of allergen ingredients still being present.
Please note, any bespoke orders requested cannot be guaranteed as entirely allergen free
and will be consumed at the guest’s own risk.

Prices include VAT at the current rate.
A discretionary service charge of 13.5% will be added to your bill.

